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ABSTRACT 

 

 

  E-ZINE is an innovative creation in women’s electronic magazine world. There are many electronic 

papers and magazine in Bangladesh but none of them are not being able to satisfy the user. E-Zine is 

published with desire context of the user without any delay. It is the dream world of women’s desire .it 

gives emphasis on women’s expectation, that’s why it’s all time published with lucrative feature what 

influence the women to lead their life with perfection. The world is very small now. We are the citizen of 

global village. Every day we are being introduced with new concept of life style. Here in Bangladesh E-

ZINE is playing the vital role to convey the changes of life style of women’s life. Women‘s always like to 

lead colorful life with happiness. Sound health is the first condition of happy life, E-ZINE is that magazine 

what focus on women’s health care first, it takes care about adolescent, pregnant woman and elderly 

women’s health with great care then beautifications what women’s like most not only these it 

influences about women’s better career, sports, healthy food practice, child care, cultural activities, 

practice of religion to build a happy family to get a better society as well. It is the great option to express 

the user latent ability by writing their own articles and opinions what makes the E-Zine more colorful. It 

applies very simple access mechanism to enjoy the magazine with updated news and views of the user 

from any part of the world.  To introduce the business or the products, E-ZINE’S commercial site plays a 

vital role as well. 
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                                                                       CHAPTER 1 
 

                                                                     INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 

Bangladesh has developed a lot of its digital world, that’s why electronic media here in                
Bangladesh playing a vital role.  There are many E-portal in Bangladesh on various topics but 
none of them are focusing on women’s issue properly. 

 Now a days to get updated news and information peoples depend on electronic media, it has 
opens up opportunity for all in all around the world. They are using World Wide Web side to 
maintain better communication that’s why Electronic magazines and newspapers has been very 
popular by the last decade. 
 

 Advantages of E-Magazines are much better than conventional printed magazines. In the E-
Magazine user gets news and articles on time without any delay. Easy access and rapid updates 
of the news has added extra attraction to the users, to get the benefits of E-Magazine user can 
get access from any part of the world in any time.   

    
 Suitable searching mechanisms are one of the best feature of E-Magazine. Individual collections 

and articles are provided in E-Magazine by giving value of the customer’s interest.  
1.2 Objective 
 

 The objective of my project is to give a proper structure of an electronic magazine what will help 
to deliver a precise E-Magazine for the women with their desire context .It is the source of  
explore possibilities where the user can create their  own   articles and also can  exploit  offer 
from the world wide web with a flexible mechanisms.  

 
1.3 Motivation 
Since E-Zine is a E-Magazine for women that’s why this Magazine has designed with desire feature what 

will fulfill their expectation, this magazine is not only contain third parties written context but also it 

provides opportunity for the users to express their views and opinions.  The motto of this E-Zine is 

“Readers are the writer “it’s not only influenced the women to read the magazine but also motivated 

the women to prove their creativity by promoting their latent ability. It has created that window where 

the women can see and show their beauty of mind. E-ZINE the eye of women mind.   

1.4 Layout  

The women’s e-zine application has two modules. Admin panel and website. In Admin panel user 

can entry all the needed information for the website and in the website user can find all the 

interesting stories/article on basis of the choice. 
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                                                                              CHAPTER 2 

                                                                    LITERATURE OVERVIEW 

2.1 Commence of System  

This system is comprised with two section. These are – 

1) Backend (Admin panel/content management section) 

2) Frontend (User interfaces or magazine) 

In Admin panel user can entry all the needed information for the website. I categorized in some sections 

such as : 

- Basic Information about MANOBI e-zine 

- About the magazine. 

- Dynamically menu creation for the site. 

- Menu content section to entry the details about the content. 

- Advertisement section (for earning money) 

- Terms & condition. 

- Gallery section. 

- Comments & sharing in social media. 

- Writing section for interested writer in the magazine. 

- Subscription & tag cloud friendly. 

- Slider creation for homepage. 

- Editor’s choice, top viewed news etc easily manageable from the backend. 

- Login & user creation for maintain the website. 

In frontend or website where user can find all the interesting stories /article on basis of the choice. I 

categorized in some sections such as: 

- In Homepage there is three top bars, in the first bar there is a search option where user can 

search easily what the want to read or find. 

- In archive section user can find any of the published news according to year or published 

number. 

- In menu bar viewer will find specific name of reading interest which is most user friendly of 

reading interest. As it is targeted for Bengali women readers all the news will published in Bengali, 

homepage is designed & organized according to present published articles. 
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- In homepage basically viewer will find the summary of the article when they click they will 

redirect to details articles. This page is designed with image and related articles overview and tag 

options. 

- Viewers will give comment & share in social media the article if they wish to. 

- There is gallery section which will publish focused on a specific successful women at a present 

day. 

2.2 Scope of E-Zine   

  

 E-Zine has designed based on the demand of Bangladeshi women. World is changing rapidly, this thirsty 

world is busy to meet its demand, it makes the people innovative, that’s why they are  being busy to 

invent life changing invention. These life changing events come in front of the people   through the 

media, it could be print media or electronic media. E-Zine is the beacon of Bangladeshi women’s 

electronic magazine. It conveys that innovative events every moment and it focus on life changing 

events every day. this magazine not only influence the women to read the magazine, its motivated them 

to involve with the magazine to express their opinion as well , Now a days women are very careful about 

everything , they want to get everything in one touch , E-Zine is that window where they can see  

whatever they want or whatever they want to read or write about a perfect woman’s life , this magazine 

contains various section  what helps to portrait the beauty of woman’s life not only this, the mechanism 

what has applied to get this electronic magazine is very simple and easy  with top level security what 

ensure the safety of the user with the highest  satisfaction.  Log in section, writing section, gallery 

section, comments section, editorial section has given extra dimension of this magazine, and other 

interesting part of this magazine is commercial section what is really lucrative for any party from where 

they can earn money from advertisement, E-Zine is not one party property it maintains both parties 

interest.  
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CHAPTER 3 

REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 

 

3.1 Functional Requirements 

The function of E-zine is internet based and focused on women from all sectors. Now a days internet is 

so popular and printed copy of papers is just wasted thing so online based any portal so user friendly 

that’s why the idea of woman online magazine came. Though functional requirements is simple but 

implementing this was so tough. To maintain the e-zine dynamically I need a content management 

system from where I can easily update the content time to time. Some popular CMS like word press, 

joomla already dominating the market but those cms wouldn`t fulfil my requirements that’s why I built a 

CMS from my own. I searched lot and studying on various online portals from all over the world and the 

minimal requirements I gained to build this e-zine. For the CMS some ideas came upon my mind – 

1) Secured login system. 

2) All contents management from the CMS for the website. 

3) Mailing facilities. 

4) User wise permission. 

5) Archiving all contents. 

6) Subscription and review permission etc. 

For the website I just focused on user friendly and eye catchy layout. In this era of smart phones 

everyone use their phones to read the articles on phones or tablets. My e-zine technology based on 

mobile friendly layout. User friendly search mechanism and user taste based articles made it more 

functional. 
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                                                                               CHAPTER 4 

1. ANALYSIS & DESIGN 

 

4.1 Use case diagram in admin panel  

 This follow chart depicts the scope of activities of E-ZINE. It is mainly explained the feedback 

process of a published article. Many parties are involved with the feedback of the article. These 

feedback comes from registered user and the admin. Without any consent of the admin nothing will 

be published in the magazine. Before submitting any article a registered user need to access in the 

system of the E-ZINE with the user ID to identify the authenticity of the user. It ensure the safety 

and security of the user. So that in this system there is no chance of an intruder to harm any of the 

user of E-ZINE. Not only this, admin has the right to reject anything if that does not satisfy the admin 

it could be a comment or an article. The policy of the admin is not only maintain the safety and 

security of user and the system but also the standard of the writing and the comments as well. 
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4.2 Admin Use Case Report 

Admin use case report is stated the function of the admin clearly, it is very simple and easy to 

understand the admin’s activity. Admins need to keep an eye on various activities what always 

keep them busy, it is explained how to maintain website security. data base create and backup, 

sever update and maintenance , design and analysis and reviews of activities .    
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4.2.1 Registered users use case report  

This is the prestigious section for the registered user from where they get extra honor to be a member 

of E-ZINE. This option has created ample opportunity for the user to express their self. A registered 

member needs to login to continue this section. This section contains many option for them to write on 

any article or for self-writing with their own profile. Even there is option for make comment on any 

article.  

 

 

 

4.2.2 Moderator use case report 
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Moderator works on core function of the magazine. Articles are the main part of the magazine, 

publishing articles with right information is very essential otherwise it will lose its importance, to 

maintain this properly moderator works to edit articles, view and block articles as well. It helps to 

update accounts management in various ways, after that there are many activities what is required to 

update as well where everything is done by moderator.   

 

Description: 

The moderator forms the center of the entire scenario of the online magazine website. He has various 

functions to perform. The moderator posts the word of the day on the website, updates the news and 

events, posts thought of the day and update the library section. The moderator will also, confirm 

membership, and will have the privilege of disabling a profile and renewing the password if required. 

The moderator can block certain offensive articles of required. The final verdict of selecting the article or 

rejecting it lies with the moderator. Hence, The most important part of the use case model is the 

moderator. 

 

4.3.1 User login Activity 

This section clearly depict , how to login successfully , just need a verification after input the 

user name and password then user will successfully login , if anything goes wrong , such as user name , 

password or user forgot the password or user name then  it can be solved easily as well after a simple 

security verification with the help of the admin .  
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4.3.2 Managing Accounts Activity 

 

For the user, managing accounts activity is very simple and easy, to change the password , to delete 

account or to edit details they can easily render here .  
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4.3.3 Rate and comment activity 

This section is for guest user and registered user to make comment on published article for rating of 

articles. Guest user can’t make comment for rating, registered user’s comment is only counted for rating 

of articles.  

 

 

 

4.3.4 Report Comment Activity   

In report comment activity section members need to send request to the admin to make a comment , 

it’s depend on admins consent , it can be accepted or ignored but guest can’t make any comment ,  
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Description: 

This section is for the registered user, it is that section from where a user can choose any article to read 

or write to submit, there is another option to article verification and to add to the database as well.   
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

 

5.1 Implementation Overview: 

To implement this system I have applied various techniques, language and software what helps to make 

my system user friendly, it is a faster, secure and highly reliable centralized web based system that’s 

why E-ZINE has a brighter future to be a one of the best magazine in E-Magazine world. 

5.1.1 Methodology 

Adobe dream weaver: To run the system of E-zine Adobe Dream Weaver has applied. 

XAMPP Server: This is the server what is needed to open first to run the system of E-zine.  

Microsoft Office 2016: All kinds of written actives of E-Zine has been rendered by applying 

Microsoft Office 2016. 

5.1.2 Technology 

CSS3#: I have used CSS3 to make the software web based platform independent. It can also 

be used as offline desktop based. 

PHP: I also use PHP. 

SQL Server 2014: To make the application simple and light weighted, I have used SQL Server 

2014 database. 

JAVA Script: JAVA Script is a language for smart tab bar will help to open the page with a 

finger tap. 

HTML5: HTML5 is a markup language used for structuring and presenting content on the 

World Wide Web. It is the fifth and current version of the HTML standard. 

Bootstrap: Bootstrap, a sleek, intuitive, and powerful mobile first front-end framework for 

faster and easier web development. 
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J Query: j Query is a cross-platform JavaScript library designed to simplify the client-side 

scripting of HTML. 

  Structure principle. E-Zine is a well Designed women’s E-Magazine , principle of the structure of 

E-Zine  is to exhibit the magazine in front of the customer with clean and clear view , so that an 

user can get attraction at a glance .     

  Simplicity principle.  This magazine contains Very simple and easy access technology what has 

given extra dimension to the user in terms of reading and writing of context and to open other 

pages as well. 

  Feedback principle. This E-Magazine contains published material, that’s why expecting 

feedback from the user is a common incident; E-Zine has given entitled to its user to write their 

feedback for any context of the magazine.  

5.2 Software Testing 

Software testing is rendered to satisfy the stakeholder by providing information of product’s quality and 

service, it is conducted under an investigation with the objective of to understand the implementation 

risk of the software for the business.  

To verify or to validate the product, application and the software program this test is applied,   

1.  Required development is rendered according to the guided design.  

2. Desire working efficiency. 

3. Same features remain after implementation.  

4.  Meet the stakeholder’s requirement according to its satisfaction. 

Software testing, in the development stage this test can be apply at any time but depends on the testing 

method , after determining the requirements and completing the coding process most of the software 

test action is rendered ..This is a continuous process in agile approach.   A selected software is used to 

render the methodology of the test.  

Techniques used in white-box testing included: 

 Application programming interface  

 Creating tests to satisfy some criteria of code coverage  
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 Fault injection methods - intentionally introducing faults to gauge the efficacy of testing 

strategies 

 Mutation testing methods 

 Static testing methods 

A test suit, including black box testing, created from any method is evaluated by Code coverage tools. To 

explore the systems rarely tested parts for the software team this test is related.   Code coverage as a 

software metric is reported in percentage for: 

 Function coverage, which reports on functions executed 

 Statement coverage, which reports on the number of lines executed to complete the 

test 

 Statement coverage, it ensures executed branches and code paths with correct functionality .this is May 

not sufficient if the same code does not precede same input. 

Black-box testing Black-box testing it is a method of testing with a software , as such it’s a software 

where tester does not need any internal implementation knowledge to examine the function. To render 

this test tester no need to know the mode of function of the software just need to know what supposed 

to do with the software. Various tests are involved in black box testing method, such as fuzz testing , 

equivalence partitioning, boundary value analysis, all-pairs testing, state transition tables, decision table 

test model-based testing, use case testing, exploratory testing and specification-based testing. 

 

 

Grey-box testing:  

Grey-box testing is rendered at black box level or user level .before rendering this testing system need 

to design the test, proper knowledge of algorithm and internal data structure leads to execute this test. 

A partial access of software’s source code is needed for the tester.  Due to system under test input data 

and out data will remain outside of the black box that’s why manipulating input data and formation of 

output data are not treated as grey box . The output of this test is this distinct difference is applied to 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fault_injection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutation_testing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Static_testing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_metric
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equivalence_partitioning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boundary_value_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All-pairs_testing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_transition_table
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_table
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Model-based_testing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Use_case
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exploratory_testing
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integrate two different modules of code written by two different developers as to expose the interfaces 

to test only, gray box is treated as a store of modifying data , due to system under test users are not able 

to change the data outside normally . 

Visual testing:  

Visual testing has designed to work on software failure. By applying this testing system a developer can 

easily detect required information to examine the incident of software failure, data presenting of visual 

test express the information clearly.to render this test need to record everything in video format 

.microphones for audio , webcam is used to input the picture in a picture  as a part of this test . 

Functional accuracy test, visual test of all screen is needed to render to confirm about the accuracy of 

the module of the application what ensure that process is working properly.  
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                                                                                    CHAPTER 6 

SCREEN SHOTS 

 

Login Form 

User and admin have to login to access the system. The system needs user name and password which is 

mandatory and also can give company name which is not mandatory that given below. 

 

 

 

COMPANY DETAILS 

E-ZINE is an independent online magazine .It was founded in 2017. The founder of E-ZINE is shanjida 

sharmin. Headquarters 1/604, 1215, Dhaka. Service area, worldwide. Key person (CEO) is Sanjida 

sharmin . E-ZINE is a web portal and online magazine service. Sanjida sharmin is the owner of E-ZINE, 

expected number of employee 2000.Web site is WWW.EZINE.COM.   
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About Company; 

E-ZINE is an online magazine. It provides the news to millions of women in all around the world. It was 

established in 2017. The motto of E-ZINE is ‘awareness is the light of life’. To dispel the darkness of 
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women’s life is the main objective of E-ZINE.  Content and memberships are the main parts of the 

service of the magazine.  In the E-ZINE advertising are treated as a both parties money earnings product. 

E-ZINE is not only influence the women to get a better life but it also provides training to the women 

about the better health as a part of its corporate social responsibility. E-ZINE is not staying beyond the 

criticism. It always welcomes any kind of constructive criticism for the good shake of the future of the 

magazine. To get much better idea about the magazine E-ZINE has introduced its own page in the 

magazine it’s known as ‘ABOUT US ’. From this option any party can get any information about the 

magazine in any time from any part of the world. .               

 

 

 

Users Opinions Value 

This magazine influences the users to express their latent ability in their own articles and by considering 

the importance of the writings that can be published in any edition of the magazine. 
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Entitle and exemption   Media reflects the scenario of a nation’s activities. It may have effect in the 

society, it could be positive effect or negative effect. Positive effect what people always expects but 

negative effect may create unrest in the society. This dilemma may put the authority of the media in a 

danger. To get red from this problem, print or electronic media has to run their business according to 

some rules and regulation what gives the safety and security of the media and the authority as well. In 

terms of this roles E-ZINE gets some exemption and entitled as well. In the E-ZINE, users are entitled to 

write their own opinions but authorities will not take the liabilities of the negative effect of the writings 

likewise E-ZINE gets the right not to allow to publish their news in any other magazine or any electronic 

or print media not only these E-ZINE will not take any liabilities of any negative impact of the published 

news expect editorial because that will be treated as the writers own opinions. 
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Communication and identification  

E-Zine is a user friendly electronic magazine. A user can easily make contact with E-Zine after entering in 

contact details page of the magazine, these page contain all contact material of the magazine. 

 

Menu Creation For Contents  

This page is used to create menu for the contents. Menu is created to arrange everything according to 

order, menu content depicts the content of the context. In this window user can search their expected 
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elements. Menu contains names, it comes with category, it could be main or sub category, and it follows 

the order of number as well.    

 

 

 

 

Contents For the dynamic Menus 

  

 Dynamic menu has added an extra dimension of this electronic magazine. Sometimes user may miss an 

important news, but E-ZINE always keep it in mind that user may need that news in future by thinking 

this point this dynamic menu has been created.   This menu contain various function of the content. But 

these functions are very simple and easy by using this user friendly functions from this menu a user can 

easily find out any type of news what was previously published in this magazine. To get that news user 

need to follow some directions of the menu form. To follow this form user no need to be worried, this 

menu form depicts the system in a clear and simple way. What helps the user to get their desire news of 

the E-ZINE It is already explained in the menu content after that I am giving a clear explanation how to 

get the previous news of E-ZINE by flowing the form of the menu content. When a user will go to search 

for a previous news of E-ZINE first of all a user need to select the published year it could be any year and 

then the number of the magazine, after getting the published magazine then need to select the menu 
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form of the menu then a user will easily find out the title and the elaborate news as well what she was 

expected from the magazine.     

 

 

 

Editable Menus:   The activities of E-ZINE is a continuous process. It contains various context and it 

comes continuously depending on the time, place and the culture of the people. E-ZINE does not convey 

the conventional news , it is always carry the life changing events for the women that’s why change is 

needed in any section of magazine in any time , not only the change of events ,even need to 

modification and editing as well . Editing menu helps to perform these sort of 

Activities properly. It is rendered from the main menu and sub menu as well. Main menu contain various 

topics, such as life style, fashion, beauty tips, career, cooking news of this sort of activities are always 

volatile. It keeps the admin always busy to edit the news. The option of editable menu keeps the E-ZINE 

alive .These page offer the option to change in main menu. Admin can does it according to their 

requirement in any time. 
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Contents Editable Section ,   

Editable section contains various contents. The variety of the content is collected from the various part 

of the world’s women’s life style, it comes as a news that’s why we can see the transient content in 

editable section. Generally it emphasis on lifestyle ,career , fashion , beauty tips and cooking as well but 

the contents of this section can be modified in anytime and additional menu can be added in anytime 

with the latest information about that context to enrich the E-ZINE.              
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Advertisement Section ‘Women’s online magazine system (E-ZINE)’ the name of anything is the mirror 

to reflect about the activities of that things, likewise E-ZINE has got the meaning and objectives as well 

.the foremost objectives of E-ZINE is to create awareness about women’s better life simultaneously it 

has got commercial objectives as well so that both side can be benefited from it. To focus on this 

objectives E-ZINE has added advertisement section. Each and every person wants to remain productive 

or want to be productive. E-ZINE has opens up that opportunity by adding this section with this 

magazine. This section motivates the user of this magazine to earn money from advertisement. It works 

in various way by using this section a user can boost her business. The way is very simple, this system 

main intercommunication system with the user of the magazine so that a user can contact with other 

user very easily, it helps to introduce the product of a business to the user of this magazine, this way it 

helps to create a big number of customer what helps to boost the business in a sort time, what 

businessman always expects. There are many women’s in Bangladesh who has got many business idea 

but they are not being able to implement that skill due to not having the opportunity to introduce that 

in front of the customer. E-ZINE is not only published as a magazine but also it is coming in front of the 

woman with a proper business solution what will helps them to be self-help.         
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Entitle of Advertisement Section    

Advertisement plays a vital role to introduce a commodity in the business world so that a consumer can 

get it from the outlet easily. A business has to maintain many parties interest. It is the common trend of 

any business. In terms of commercial point of E-ZINE advertisement section has introduced for both 

parties interest. It entitles its user to use this section for their own interest, by using this commercial 

section both party can be financially benefited. 

 

 

Position of Advertisement Section  

Advertisement is always displayed in the right hand side of the page. Clear view of this section with 

colorful display easily attract its user. It can display with any context when a user go to read any topic of 
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the magazine. They can see the advertisement along with the main page’s context. It is displayed 

without any hinder with topics. It increases the beauty of the page like an ornament. If anyone want to 

get access in the advertisement section to indulge the beauty of this site they can enjoy it easily. A 

simple click is enough to open the window of the advertisement section. This is the beauty of this 

section to enjoy the colorful display of advertisement.             

 

 

Gallery Section   

Gallery display the colorful beauty of the magazine. It contains all sort of picture of the content in a 

folder, the folder is known as album. Album is divided into various files to locate the various types of 

picture. To see the picture of the gallery any user can open it by selecting the file of the album even if 

anyone want to add any picture it can be done by following the adding option of this section.           
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Main Website Content View  

E-ZINE has got fabulous main website view with spectacular content. Eye soothing color of the feature of 

main website of E-ZINE with life changing content has created clear difference from the other ordinary 

electronic magazine. It is being possible due to apply well designed mechanism. In this window a user 

can see the umpteenth number of life changing events with elaborate explanation. The easy description 

of the events help to understand the objectives of the content. It contains colorful picture what makes 

the magazine lucrative to the women. Other feature of this page such as fashion, beauty tips, career, 

cooking and health tips are always published in the E-ZINE with the latest information. A user can enjoy 

this sort of feature at a glance with a finger tips from any part of the world.     
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List Of Contents Heading Of Articles 

Time is very important for every person. This page is the outcome of smart thinking to save the time for 

the user of the magazine. This page displays the list of the content from where a user can see all content 

at a glance. To select the desire content a user does not need to spend time just need to focus on the 

point to read the content.      
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Tag Clouds For Contents   

Tag clouds is huge store of information about the content. From  where an user can get any information 

about any context. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

7.1 Conclusion 

E-ZINE is a wonderful creation in women’s E-Magazine world. It is not only a magazine it is the pioneer 

of women’s E-Magazine in which various techniques has applied to develop the system what will opens 

up the new era in women’s E-Magazine world. To get easy access in this Magazine user friendly 

techniques has been applied which is faster, secure, and reliable to the user. Finally it has created that 

opportunity for the women what they were looking for to express their opinion not only these it will be 

published with various context what will help to meet the demand of their daily life. 

To keep the system faster various technique has been applied which will help to update the system on 

time.   

 

7.2 Future Work 

Every creation has objective, likewise E-ZINE will come with various objectives in front of its 

beneficiaries. It won’t published to meet the daily demands of the users only. 

It contains commercial section as well by using this commercial section both party can be benefited 

from the earnings of the advertisement in future. 
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